
ENTITY CLEARING AND HOUSE CLEANSING:

It is in 2 parts.
+ 1 date of choice with the group, to share the experiences of the past period together.

We will be working with tools during these workshops. We work from our soul and with
our higher selves.

We are going to answer questions such as:
What are Entities?

How do you really clean your house?
How do you remove entities?
How can you recognize them?

You learn and get tools to see if there are soul contracts between you and entities. To
break them. And what the real lesson is behind this. And how to discover a recurring

entity.

Everything is part of ourselves. There is nothing outside of us. We are the universe,
energy, frequency, sound etc. that wants to experience itself through different

experiences.

What I notice in sessions: Is that entities can be very annoying haha, and push you off
balance. But there is always a story behind it. Why it could have happened. Which line

does this entity hold on to now? If you go into that, you will see that the entity is nothing
more than a magnifying glass of something that is already playing in you. By breaking the
inner struggle, breaking the contracts, old programs and belief systems in yourself etc. we

can also lovingly bring the entity back on track. So you can both move on.

The second evening is about cleaning your house. E.g. after a visit by someone who has
left energy behind, if you have done energy work or old things that still carry a certain

energy or memory. All of those different energies may continue to disbalance you.
Or when you are moving out  and you want to leave your house cleansed for the next

people, or you just found the perfect house. Only the energy is just not right for you. You
can also transform that and make it your own. The house represents your own inner

house. The great thing is that the outer and inner house are cleansed at the same time.



Be prepared, because after these evenings you may be more open, highten awareness, to
be able to delete things in your life that doesn't resenate with your energy, to really

become the best version of yourself and actually you already are. It is a piece of
expanding your consciousness.

Incl. 1 more evening (hour) of your choice, to share the experiences of the past period
together. And ask some more questions in it. Because it can be a pretty intense topic after

all. And opens other parts of yourself.
We can come to a suitable evening together with the group.

Max 6 participants, because everyone deserves full attention.

Online via Teams:
https://www.microsoft.com/.../micros.../microsoft-teams/free

I will then create the groups for us here.

Contribution € 68, -
You can pay via paypal.me/healtobefree or via an invoice or bank account.

You can register via a private message


